
Scalable and Secure 
Multi-Cloud Migration and 
Management with Wipro & du
World-class multi-cloud solutions delivered 
with local knowledge and experience



du provides comprehensive tools and expert
advice that makes migration simple, 
cost-efficient and risk-free.

Multi-cloud expertise and experience

Tailored to your digital journey

Our team has in-depth experience in consulting,
designing, building, managing, and optimizing
multi-cloud, hybrid cloud and private solutions,
supported by our security practice.

Optimize costs and boost efficiency
We build and execute cloud strategies that 
deliver real business outcomes and support 
long-term adaptability, scalability, and 
business agility.

Our unified interface provides complete 
visibility, management and reporting across 
all cloud resources.

Unified view across multi-cloud

Customer challenges How we solve them

The burden of legacy infrastructure
Legacy infrastructure is at the end of
service or out of support and needs to
be upgraded.

In-house skills gap
In-house teams are not equipped with
specialist skills and experience.

Sprawling legacy IT costs
Upgrading infrastructure drains CapEx
and maintaining legacy is expensive
and drains OpEx.

Multiple technology silos
Organizations are managing multiple
infrastructures and software without
centralized visibility or control.
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Wipro and du deliver market-leading multi-cloud 
management and migration capabilities that 
simplify and accelerate digital transformation 
across the UAE. The partnership enables 
organizations of all sizes to minimize risk and 
maximize return on investment when migrating and 
managing a multi-cloud environment.

du understands local market challenges and, 
together with Wipro, helps organizations to rethink 

and redevelop their infrastructure, create new 
cost-efficiencies and deliver compliant, trusted 
and secure solutions. 

We offer unified cloud management that delivers 
resource and cost optimization, a secure cloud 
environment, automation and analytics all via a 
single pane of glass. We’re taking the complexity 
out of managing and growing digital infrastructure 
in the era of multi-cloud.
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We make it simple and efficient to migrate from 
on-premise legacy infrastructure and into the cloud 
with an end-to-end process-driven approach. Our 
team of cloud experts ensures the success of our 
customers’ migrations from Discover, Assess, and 
Design through to Migration and Hypercare. Every 
step of the way, the team listens, understands and 
delivers solutions tailored to our customers’ needs.

Enabling customer success

We enable customers to migrate compute, 
applications, systems and storage to a cloud 
environment and benefit from scalability, improved 
productivity and lowered capital and operating costs. 
With automated processes, organizations of all sizes 
can rapidly move to a multi-cloud environment with 
zero downtime. They can accelerate time-to-market 
without compromising on security or compliance.

Cloud migration studio

Trusted advisors on your 
digital journey

We offer a fully managed multi-cloud environment 
underpinned with industry-leading tools, proven 
processes and a team of cloud specialists. 
Customers gain new visibility and control over their 
infrastructure while being able to focus on their core 
business. We provide a single consolidated view of 
an organization’s digital infrastructure and ensure 
they maximize the cost benefits of multi-cloud.

Comprehensive multi-cloud 
management

Our solutions are hosted in the UAE, ensuring 
resiliency, reliability and regulatory compliance. Our 
customers’ mission-critical data stays local while 
benefiting from du’s dedicated Cyber Defence Centre 
and commitment to digital trust. We make it easy to 
manage risk and create a secure foundation for 
adopting, innovating and optimizing cloud services.

Locally hosted and highly secure

A process-driven migration pathway

•  Cap-ex Intensive

•  Fixed. Rigid & In�exible

•  Multiple points of Management

•  Limited Scalability & Capacity

•  Management

•  Manual & Costly

Customer Infrastructure Digital Infrastructure

•  Multi-Cloud centre Connectivity
•  Performance, Scalable, Reliable, 

Recovery
•  “Single pane of glass”   view

•  Multi-Cloud Management

•  Resource Optimisation

•  Uncompromised Security

•  Resource Management

•  Cost Analytics, Control

•  Capacity & Cost optimisation

Migration consideratrion

•  Business Strategy & future Goals

•  Resilience, & Business Continuity
•  Regulation, Governance &       

Residency

•  Digital & ICT Aspirations

•  Digital Trust (Security)

•  Cloud MaturityAspirations

DISCOVER ASSESS DESIGN & PLAN MIGRATE HYPER CARE
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Speak to one of our experts and learn how we can 
help your business with cost-effective and highly 
efficient SOC services.

About du
By delivering integrated telecommunication
services and ICT solutions, we help
organisations build and manage digital
platforms that bridge silos of technology
innovation and scale up digital transformation.
Operating under the umbrella of Emirates
Integrated Telecommunications Company
(EITC), du is an integral driver of the UAE’s
economic, social and digital transformation

Ready to accelerate 
your digital journey?
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Doddakannelli, 
Sarjapur Road,
Bangalore-560 035, 
India
Tel: +91 (80) 2844 0011
Fax: +91 (80) 2844 0256
wipro.com

Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading 
global information technology, 
consulting and business process 
services company. We harness the 
power of cognitive computing, 
hyper-automation, robotics, cloud, 
analytics and emerging technologies 
to help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful. 
A company recognized globally for its 
comprehensive portfolio of services, 

strong commitment to sustainability 
and good corporate citizenship, we 
have over 200,000 dedicated 
employees serving clients across six 
continents. Together, we discover 
ideas and connect the dots to build a 
better and a bold new future.

For more information,
please write to us at info@wipro.com


